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A 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BUdR)-tolerant derivative of a thymidine (TdR)-requiring strain of *Bacillus subtilis* was used to examine the effect of BUdR, an analogue of TdR, on sporulation. At a TdR:BUdR ratio which had little effect on growth, sporulation was inhibited if cells were exposed to BUdR during the period of DNA synthesis at the onset of the process. Cells recovered from BUdR inhibition of sporulation if the analogue was removed and DNA replication allowed to continue with TdR alone. BUdR prolonged the period of DNA synthesis during sporulation and experiments with chloramphenicol suggested that this was due in part to unscheduled initiation of new rounds of replication.

INTRODUCTION

In many eukaryotic cells the thymidine (TdR) analogue 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BUdR) selectively affects processes associated with differentiation without a significant effect on cell growth or overall RNA and protein synthesis (Rutter *et al.*, 1973). In most cases BUdR prevents the expression of differentiated functions (Stockdale *et al.*, 1964; Levitt & Dorfman, 1972), but in a few instances it induces or activates differentiation associated functions in growing cells (Schubert & Jacob, 1970; Koyama & Ono, 1972; Biswas *et al.*, 1979). It has proved difficult to propose a general hypothesis to account for the range of effects that the analogue has on differentiation in eukaryotes, but generally a correlation exists between the effects on differentiation and the extent of incorporation of BUdR into DNA in place of TdR. Thus, sensitivity to the analogue usually occurs during a restricted period of development when DNA replication is in progress (Weintraub *et al.*, 1972; Mayne *et al.*, 1973; Lough & Bischoff, 1976; O’Brien, 1980) and inhibition of differentiation is reversible if DNA replication occurs in the absence of the analogue (Miura & Wilt, 1971). In some experimental systems, however, particularly those using cartilage cells, recovery from BUdR suppression of differentiation has not been uniformly obtained (Levitt & Dorfman, 1972; Conway *et al.*, 1982). In other instances, a reversal of BUdR inhibition of differentiation has been noted without an accompanying alteration in the BUdR content of DNA (Schubert & Jacob, 1970; Davidson & Kaufmann, 1977; Reff & Davidson, 1979). An explanation of the action of BUdR via alterations in transcription has been suggested (Hill *et al.*, 1974; Lin *et al.*, 1976; Gordon *et al.*, 1976; Garcia *et al.*, 1981), but BUdR can alter the surface properties and membrane fluidity of cells (Evans *et al.*, 1977; Rosenthal *et al.*, 1978) and it is not clear if this is a direct effect of BUdR or a consequence of its incorporation into DNA.
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*Abbreviations*: TdR, thymidine; BUdR, 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine; HPUra, 6-(p-hydroxyphenylazo)uracil; U, uridine, dC, deoxycytidine; SM, starvation medium; CH, casein hydrolysate.
Endospore formation in bacteria can be regarded as a primitive form of cellular differentiation. The process is controlled to a great extent by activation of genes which remain repressed during vegetative growth (Piggot & Coote, 1976; Losick & Pero, 1981; Johnson et al., 1983). Coote (1977) showed that treatment of a TdR-requiring BUdR-tolerant strain of *B. subtilis* with BUdR, at concentrations which had little effect on growth, markedly reduced the sporulation capacity of the cells. The work reported here indicates that the inhibitory effect of BUdR on sporulation is associated with an alteration in the normal pattern of DNA synthesis which occurs during the early stages of the process. Some of this work was presented earlier in preliminary form (Coote & Binnie, 1981).

**METHODS**

*Strains.* *Bacillus subtilis* (thyA thyB but-32) is described in the accompanying paper (Coote & Binnie, 1986). *B. subtilis* (thyA thyB trpC2 dnaB134 but-32) was isolated on minimal agar supplemented with L-tryptophan (10 μg ml⁻¹) + TdR (1 μg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (20 μg ml⁻¹) after transformation of strain Ts134 (thyA thyB trpC2 dnaB134) with DNA prepared from strain BUt32 (thyA thyB but-32). Strains harbouring the dnaB134 mutation are temperature-sensitive for the initiation of chromosome replication. At the restrictive temperature (46 °C) replication in progress is completed, but new rounds of replication are not initiated (Mendelson & Gross, 1967).

**Growth and sporulation.** A sample from an overnight culture grown at 35 °C with shaking in 20 ml casein hydrolysate (CH) medium (Sterlini & Mandelstam, 1969) supplemented with TdR (8.5 μg ml⁻¹) or TdR (1 μg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 μg ml⁻¹) was passed through a membrane filter (Oxoid, 0.45 μm pore size) washed with prewarmed (35 °C) CH medium and resuspended in fresh CH medium, plus the necessary additions, to give an OD₆₀₀ of 0.05 to 0.1. Growth was measured spectrophotometrically at 600 nm using a 1 cm light path. Sporulation was obtained by centrifugation of exponentially growing cells from CH medium at an OD₆₀₀ of 0.6 to 0.8 and resuspension of the cells in a starvation medium (SM) containing L-glutamate and inorganic ions plus the necessary auxotrophic requirements (Sterlini & Mandelstam, 1969). Viable cells were estimated by dilution and plating on nutrient agar (Oxoid). Spore incidence was determined in the same way after heating a sample at 85 °C for 15 min.

**Measurement of DNA synthesis.** Incorporation of radiolabelled TdR into acid-insoluble material was determined by the procedure described in the accompanying paper (Coote & Binnie, 1986) using either [2-¹⁴C]TdR [54 Ci mmol⁻¹ (1 Ci = 37 GBq), Amersham] or [methy1-³H]TdR (47 Ci mmol⁻¹, Amersham) as the radiolabel.

**Marker frequency analysis.** This was done as described in the accompanying paper (Coote & Binnie, 1986).

**Inhibitors.** 6-(p-Hydroxyphenylazo)uracil (HPUra) was a gift from B. Langley, ICI, Runcorn, UK. BUdR and chloramphenicol were from Sigma.

**RESULTS**

*Effect of BUdR on sporulation*

Strain BUt32 grew normally with a BUdR:TdR ratio of between 7:5 and 15:1:0 (Coote & Binnie, 1986). It was grown and induced to sporulate under conditions where BUdR was either included in the growth medium (CH) or the resuspension medium (SM) or in both (Table 1). No effect on sporulation was observed if the analogue was included in the growth medium but omitted from the resuspension medium. Inclusion of BUdR in the resuspension medium, but not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Additions to growth medium</th>
<th>Additions to sporulation medium</th>
<th>10⁻⁵ × No. of spores ml⁻¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TdR (1 μg ml⁻¹)</td>
<td>TdR (1 μg ml⁻¹)</td>
<td>690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TdR (8.5 μg ml⁻¹)</td>
<td>TdR (8.5 μg ml⁻¹)</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TdR (1 μg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 μg ml⁻¹)</td>
<td>TdR (8.5 μg ml⁻¹)</td>
<td>756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TdR (8.5 μg ml⁻¹)</td>
<td>TdR (1 μg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 μg ml⁻¹)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TdR (1 μg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 μg ml⁻¹)</td>
<td>TdR (1 μg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 μg ml⁻¹)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parallel cultures of strain BUt32 were grown in 50 ml CH with the additions shown. Mid-exponential phase cells were centrifuged and resuspended in 50 ml SM with the additions shown. The spore incidence was determined 20 h after resuspension.
**Table 2. Effect of uridine and deoxycytidine on BUdR inhibition of sporulation**

Strain BUT32 was grown in 120 ml CH + TdR (8.5 \( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} \)). The cells were harvested from six equal portions of the culture during mid-exponential growth and each portion resuspended in 20 ml SM with the additions shown. Spore incidence was determined 20 h after resuspension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Additions to SM</th>
<th>( 10^{-4} \times \text{No. of spores ml}^{-1} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TdR (8.5 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} ))</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TdR (1 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} )) + BUdR (15 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} ))</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TdR (1 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} )) + BUdR (15 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} )) + dC (15 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} ))</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TdR (1 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} )) + BUdR (15 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} )) + dC (50 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} ))</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TdR (1 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} )) + BUdR (15 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} )) + U (15 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} ))</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TdR (1 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} )) + BUdR (15 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} )) + U (50 ( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} ))</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the growth medium, typically reduced the spore incidence to around 1% of that obtained in the presence of TdR alone. This could reproducibly be further reduced if cells were grown for several generations in the presence of BUdR before resuspension in SM containing BUdR.

The low incidence of sporulation obtained with BUdR was not due to loss of cell viability. Viable cell numbers were similar in cells induced to sporulate with BUdR or TdR alone and did not decline up to 7 h after resuspension (Coote, 1977; Coote & Binnie, 1981; Binnie, 1982).

**Effect of uridine (U) and deoxycytidine (dC) on BUdR inhibition of sporulation**

Inclusion of excess U in SM did not prevent the inhibitory action of BUdR on sporulation (Table 2). It was unlikely therefore that BUdR exerted its inhibitory action via incorporation into RNA. In support of this assumption, BUdR had no effect on the rate of RNA synthesis, measured as the rate of incorporation of \(^{3}H\)U into acid-insoluble material, either during growth of strain BUT32 (Coote & Binnie, 1986) or during the initial 2 h after resuspension of cells in SM (results not shown).

dC has, in some instances, been shown to reverse the suppression of differentiation by BUdR in eukaryotic cells (Rogers *et al.*, 1975; Horn & Davidson, 1976; Davidson & Kaufmann, 1977). It did not alter the inhibitory effect of BUdR on sporulation in *B. subtilis* (Table 2). Exogenous dC can be converted to deoxyuridine nucleotides in *B. subtilis* (Rima & Takahashi, 1978) which would serve as substrates for synthesis of thymidine nucleotides by thymidylate synthase. In the absence of this enzyme activity in thyA thyB strains, no conversion of dC to thymidine nucleotides would occur to dilute the intracellular pool of BUdR.

**Effect of BUdR on DNA replication during sporulation**

The incorporation of radiolabelled TdR into acid-insoluble material was compared after but-32 cells grown with TdR (1 \( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} \)) were resuspended in SM + TdR (1 \( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} \)) or SM + TdR (1 \( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} \)) + BUdR (15 \( \mu \text{g ml}^{-1} \)). A typical experiment (Fig. 1a) showed that cells induced to sporulate with TdR alone incorporated the radiolabel over an initial 4 h period, but thereafter incorporation ceased. Cells resuspended with BUdR incorporated radiolabel continuously for at least 7 h after resuspension. The rate of TdR incorporation in the BUdR medium was slower than in medium with TdR alone, although this could be partly accounted for by the 20 to 22% substitution of TdR by unlabelled BUdR in the DNA during replication (Binnie, 1982; Binnie & Coote, 1983).

It was shown that introduction of 5-bromouracil into the DNA of a TdR-requiring strain of *B. subtilis* made the DNA more susceptible to single-strand breaks (Hutchinson & Hales, 1970). It was conceivable that incorporation of BUdR into the DNA of strain BUT32 during sporulation may have promoted repair synthesis to cope with any damage to the DNA. The prolonged DNA synthesis in the presence of BUdR may thus have been due to repair synthesis rather than normal semi-conservative replication. HPUrA has been shown to be a selective inhibitor of semi-conservative replication in *B. subtilis*; repair synthesis was refractory to the action of this drug (Brown, 1970, 1971). Treatment with HPUrA of cells undergoing DNA synthesis in the
Fig. 1. Incorporation of radiolabelled TdR into acid-insoluble material during sporulation of strain BUt32. (a) Cells were grown in 50 ml CH + TdR (1 µg ml⁻¹); one half of the culture was resuspended in SM + TdR (1 µg ml⁻¹) + [methyl-³H]TdR (0.5 µCi ml⁻¹) (●) and the other half in SM + TdR (1 µg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 µg ml⁻¹) + [methyl-³H]TdR (0.5 µCi ml⁻¹) (○). (b) Cells were grown in 60 ml CH + TdR (8.5 µg ml⁻¹) and resuspended in SM + TdR (1 µg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 µg ml⁻¹) + [2-¹⁴C]TdR (0.1 µCi ml⁻¹). At 2 h and 5 h after resuspension, 20 ml portions of the culture were removed; HPUra was then added to a final concentration of 50 µg ml⁻¹ and incubation was continued. ○, No HPUra addition; ●, HPUra added after 2 h; △, HPUra added after 5 h. TdR incorporated was calculated from the specific activity of TdR in the media.

presence of BUdR immediately blocked any further incorporation of [methyl-³H]TdR (Fig. 1b). It was concluded that the prolonged DNA synthesis observed in the presence of BUdR was due to continued chromosome replication.

Escape from HPUra inhibition of sporulation

HPUra had been used previously to show that successful formation of spores depended on the completion of chromosome replication in the starvation medium (Dunn et al., 1978). Spores contain completed chromosomes (Oishi et al., 1964; Sargent, 1980), and it is assumed that all replicating forks present in chromosomes proceed to termination before or during packaging of the DNA into the spore. Once replication has gone to completion, addition of the DNA synthesis inhibitor no longer affects the capacity of the cells to sporulate.

A typical experiment (Fig. 2) involving addition of HPUra at intervals to portions of a culture of strain BUt32 induced to sporulate in TdR medium showed that cells began to overcome the inhibitory effect of the drug between 4 and 6 h after initiation, which correlated with the point during sporulation when DNA synthesis ceased in TdR medium (Fig. 1a). Transfer of portions of the same culture to TdR + BUdR medium showed that the pattern of escape from BUdR inhibition of sporulation was similar to that from HPUra inhibition, except that cells overcame BUdR inhibition of sporulation somewhat earlier than HPUra inhibition (Fig. 2). Cells grown and resuspended in TdR + BUdR medium showed a delayed escape from HPUra inhibition of sporulation and were only beginning to gain a capacity to sporulate some 7 h after resuspension in SM. This prolonged inhibition of sporulation by HPUra was in keeping with the extended DNA synthesis found in cells induced to sporulate with BUdR (Fig. 1a, b).

Recovery from BUdR inhibition of sporulation

Previous work had shown that cells prevented from sporulating in the presence of BUdR could regain their sporulation capacity if the analogue was removed from SM and replaced by TdR (Coote, 1977). This recovery in sporulation capacity did not occur if DNA synthesis was prevented by treatment of cells with HPUra or starvation for TdR. For example, in an experiment similar to that described in Fig. 2, strain BUt32 was grown and resuspended in
Fig. 2. Escape of strain BUt32 from HPUrA and BUdR inhibition of sporulation. Two separate cultures were grown and resuspended in media containing (i) TdR (8.5 µg ml⁻¹) or (ii) TdR (1 µg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 µg ml⁻¹). At intervals after resuspension, two 10 ml portions were removed from culture (i); one was treated with HPUrA (50 µg ml⁻¹) (O) and cells of the other were collected on a membrane filter and washed and resuspended in 10 ml SM + TdR (1 µg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 µg ml⁻¹) (●). At the same sampling times, a 10 ml portion was removed from culture (ii) and treated with HPUrA (50 µg ml⁻¹) (△). The number of heat-resistant spores was determined in each culture 20 h after resuspension.

DNA replication after addition of chloramphenicol

Chloramphenicol allows the completion of existing rounds of replication, but prevents the initiation of new rounds (Lark et al., 1963). The drug was added to portions of a culture of strain BUt32 grown and resuspended with TdR alone. A typical experiment (Fig. 3a) showed that exposure of cells to chloramphenicol 2 and 4 h after initiation had essentially no effect on the pattern of DNA synthesis. Inclusion of the drug at the point of resuspension, however, allowed DNA synthesis to continue for only about 90 min before incorporation of radiolabel ceased at a level roughly half of that achieved in the control cells. This suggested that during the initial 2 h after resuspension, most cells initiated a new round of replication and this was prevented by addition of chloramphenicol at the point of resuspension. Cells grown and resuspended with BUdR were still undergoing DNA synthesis 7.5 h after initiation (Fig. 3b). Again, exposure of cells to chloramphenicol at the point of resuspension only allowed DNA synthesis to continue for about 120 min before it ceased at a plateau value slightly below that of cells using TdR alone. This would be expected, due to the replacement of a fraction of the TdR residues with unlabelled BUdR (Coote & Binnie, 1986). When chloramphenicol was added 2 h after resuspension, DNA synthesis slowed down markedly about 4 h after initiation, although it did not appear to cease completely. Chloramphenicol added 4 h after resuspension allowed DNA synthesis to continue.
beyond 6 h. These results indicated that, as with cells sporulating with TdR alone, most cells
initiated a round of replication between 0 and 2 h after resuspension and this was prevented by
chloramphenicol. In addition, further replication was apparently initiated between 2 and 4 h
after resuspension and this was prevented by the drug added at 2 h.

**Marker frequency analysis of cells with synchronized DNA replication**

Marker frequency analysis was used in an attempt to analyse further the continued DNA
synthesis in the presence of BUdR. The purA16 marker is located near the origin of replication
and the metB5 marker near the terminus. The ratio of the numbers of transformants for these
two markers will give an indication of the average number of replicating positions per
chromosome (Sueoka & Yoshikawa, 1965). DNA replication was synchronized in the cell
population before exposure to SM by using a BUdR-tolerant derivative of a strain which is
temperature-sensitive for the initiation of DNA replication. At 35 °C the dnaB134 but-32 strain
(see Methods) grew with a doubling time of 66 min in both CH + TdR (8·5 µg ml⁻¹) and CH +
TdR (1 µg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 µg ml⁻¹). The slow growth rate compared with the but-32 strain
(doubling time 45 min) was due to the dnaB134 mutation as the parent dnaB134 strain also grew
with a 66 min doubling time in CH + TdR (8·5 µg ml⁻¹). However, in CH + TdR (1 µg ml⁻¹) +
BUdR (15 µg ml⁻¹) the parent dnaB134 strain grew only very poorly (doubling time > 240 min).

DNA replication was synchronized by shifting cells growing exponentially at 35 °C to 46 °C
for 75 min. This allowed existing rounds of replication to terminate while at the same time
preventing initiation of new rounds. A shift back to 35 °C was accomplished by addition of an
equal volume of growth medium held at room temperature. This simultaneously reduced the
temperature and halved the bacterial density. DNA replication was then allowed to initiate in a
synchronous manner on continued incubation at 35 °C. At the end of the 75 min period at 46 °C,
DNA synthesis had slowed markedly and the Pur⁺/Met⁺ ratio of the DNA had essentially
halved (Fig. 4). Returning the cells to 35 °C allowed DNA synthesis to restart and by 45 min the
Pur⁺/Met⁺ ratio had increased to a value similar to that found in cells before exposure to 46 °C.
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Fig. 4. DNA synthesis and marker frequency analysis during synchronization of replication and subsequent sporulation in strain dnaB134 but-32. Cells were grown at 35°C in CH + TdR (8.5 μg ml⁻¹) + [methyl-³H]TdR (0.5 μCi ml⁻¹) to an OD₆₀₀ of 0.2. They were then shifted to 46°C (†) for 75 min. At the end of this time (†) an equal volume of the same medium held at room temperature was added and incubation continued for a further 45 min at 35°C. One half of the culture was then resuspended in SM + TdR (8.5 μg ml⁻¹) + [methyl-³H]TdR (0.5 μCi ml⁻¹) (●, △) and the other half in SM + TdR (1 μg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 μg ml⁻¹) + [methyl-³H]TdR (0.5 μCi ml⁻¹)(○, ▽, □). Samples (0.2 ml) were taken for measurement of incorporation of radiolabelled TdR into acid-insoluble material (●, ○) and other samples (10 ml) taken for preparation of DNA and transformation of strain Mu8u5u16 (purA16 leu-8 metB5) (▲, △). In a separate experiment, cells were resuspended in TdR (1 μg ml⁻¹) + BUdR (15 μg ml⁻¹) and samples taken for transformation only (□). Transformation was done in triplicate for each DNA preparation and at least 200 transformants were counted in each transformation experiment. The Mean Pur⁺/Met⁺ ratios were standardized with respect to the Pur⁺/Met⁺ ratio obtained from spore DNA (see the accompanying paper; Coote & Binnie, 1986).

Preliminary experiments using the parent dnaB134 strain had confirmed an earlier observation (Mandelstam et al., 1971) that cells allowed to complete replication at the restrictive temperature were then unable to reinitiate new rounds in SM at 35°C and were unable to sporulate. It was therefore necessary to allow cells to reinitiate replication in the rich CH medium for a 45 min period before exposure to SM to induce sporulation.

Cells induced to sporulate in SM + TdR, after synchronization of DNA replication, showed a rapid decrease in the Pur⁺/Met⁺ ratio which reached a plateau value of 1.2 some 3 h after resuspension in SM; DNA synthesis had also ceased by this time (Fig. 4). Taken together, these observations indicated that most cells had terminated replication by this time and had formed completed chromosomes. Cells resuspended in the presence of BUdR exhibited a slower fall in the Pur⁺/Met⁺ ratio of their DNA (Fig. 4). In the experiment where BUdR-treated cells were compared with cells given TdR alone, a plateau value had not been reached by the time the experiment was terminated, 4 h after resuspension. DNA synthesis had also not ceased by this time (Fig. 4). In a separate experiment involving only cells exposed to BUdR, an apparent plateau value of 1.7 was reached some 5 h after resuspension. This indicated that even by this time not all the cells in the population had terminated replication.

DISCUSSION

Density gradient analysis, where BUdR was used as a density label, had shown that DNA substituted in both strands with BUdR (HH DNA) was excluded from the DNA found in the
low number of spores formed in the presence of the analogue (Binnie & Coote, 1983). It was suggested that heavy DNA containing BUdR in both strands was for some physiological reason unsuitable for incorporation into spores. This interpretation is supported by the observation reported here that cells required between 60 and 90 min of DNA synthesis in the absence of BUdR before they regained the capacity to sporulate. The chromosome replication time of strain BUt32 in TdR medium was calculated to be 70 min (Coote & Binnie, 1986), and so the time needed for recovery from BUdR inhibition of sporulation would be sufficient for one complete round of replication. This would create DNA of intermediate density (HL DNA), with BUdR in only one strand, which can be packaged satisfactorily into spores (Binnie & Coote, 1983).

BUdR only inhibited sporulation in strain BUt32 if it was added at least 15 min before cells terminated DNA replication during the initial stages of the process (Coote & Binnie, 1981; Fig. 2). The density gradient analysis had indicated that HH DNA could not be incorporated into spores, but this did not explain why the analogue could prevent sporulation right up to a point shortly before termination of replication. In such a case, only a small portion of one strand of the chromosome near the terminus region would incorporate the analogue. Yet density gradient analysis showed that intermediate density DNA could be incorporated normally into spores (Binnie & Coote, 1983). This raised the possibility that BUdR acted to reinitiate rounds of replication at the origin. In the starvation medium, this would have the effect of prolonging DNA replication and the formation of completed chromosomes to an extent that might prevent normal packaging of DNA into the spores. It would be in keeping with the prolonged DNA synthesis observed in cells induced to sporulate in the presence of the analogue. Chloramphenicol treatment of cells sporulating with TdR alone indicated that most cells initiated a round of replication between 0 and 2 h after resuspension, and that thereafter replication proceeded to completion without further initiation at the origin. Cells sporulating with BUdR, however, appeared to initiate at least one further round of replication between 2 and 4 h after resuspension. Examination of chromosome replication by marker frequency analysis also indicated that cells took longer to terminate replication in the presence of the analogue.

We conclude that the delay in termination of replication exhibited by cells induced to sporulate with BUdR is due to a slowing down in the rate of replication coupled with unscheduled initiation of replication at the origin. This would have two effects. First, it would prevent unforked, completed chromosomes being made available to cells for incorporation into spores. Second, further initiation of DNA replication at the origin would give rise to heavy DNA, substituted in both strands with BUdR, in those cells where initiation of replication had already taken place in the starvation medium. Heavy DNA, although representing a major fraction of DNA isolated from cells in SM + BUdR, was nevertheless excluded from the few spores formed in the presence of the analogue (Binnie & Coote, 1983). Whether only one of these two consequences of BUdR action, or whether both combined, result in the inhibition of spore formation remains to be clarified.
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